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Executive Summary1
This policy paper aims to identify the main topics of misinformation in the Republic of Moldova
and Romania, which formed the basis of a broad campaign to manipulate public interests and promote
political or economic interests. The research offers the opportunity to deepen thematic analysis at a later
stage. Also, an important stage in the elaboration of this analysis is the identification of the main actors
that promote fake news to obtain more benefits, which distort, modify or influence the behavior of the
public opinion.
The document starts from the hypothesis that although most of the themes and topics for the
disinformation campaigns promoted in the two neighboring states seem to intersect or coincide, there
are also particularities that require different approaches.
Deepening the issues of misinformation and their subsequent analysis will not only help to
identify trends in manipulating public opinion by promoting deliberately distorted messages by different
actors but will offer a platform to identify solutions or recommendations to support internal resilience to
external propaganda or of misinformation for political purposes.

Purpose Statement
During the last few years, the phenomenon of misinformation has become particularly
widespread. Most opportunities for the expansion of disinformation appear in times of crisis. COVID-19
has shown once again that not only issues of political origin can be used to launch large-scale propaganda
campaigns. Also, domestic and foreign political actors spread false information or manipulate data to
control public opinion or the decision-making process of foreign partners. Both, in the case of internal
misinformation, and the case of external propaganda, the goal is only one: to control the process of
adopting public policies.
Counteracting disinformation involves a complex partnership between experts who identify false,
distorted content, and present to the public the methods of applying false news, technical experts who
analyze the tools used to promote these campaigns (social media, cyber attacks, etc.), and policymakers,
who develop policies aimed at strengthening the resilience of democratic institutions to meet these
challenges.
The COVID-19 pandemic is having a direct impact on the democratic values of our societies and,
at the same time, posing a great risk to the safety and security of the citizens of Romania and the Republic
of Moldova. This analysis also offers the opportunity to study the phenomenon of misinformation both in
an EU member state and in an Eastern Partnership member country, taking into account the specific
realities and challenges they faced during the pandemic.
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Through this policy paper, the authors aim to address the phenomenon of misinformation in the
Republic of Moldova and Romania, the main themes and topics that serve for large misinformation
campaigns, to identify actors who have formulated interests to get involved in such campaigns, to explain
their objectives, and to formulate recommendations for countering the phenomenon of fake news in the
time of COVID-19. The study will also serve civil society experts, representatives of public institutions, and
other actors to document common and specific issues of misinformation so that these beneficiaries can
meet the challenges associated with the phenomenon of misinformation.

Why is it important to have a multi-stakeholder approach to fight disinformation?
The year 2020 will go down in modern history as the one when the world has been hit by one of
the most dangerous plagues, but also as the year in which, the most numerous factual fake news about
social realities spread.
During the last decade, there's been a hard shift in the collective rhetoric concerning social reality,
political perspectives, and who we are. The explosion of cases of diseases with the new coronavirus
(COVID-19), but also the acceleration of protection and prevention measures adopted by states have
created a real social hysteria, thus causing a colossal volume of misinformation and mass manipulation.
The Republic of Moldova and Romania, as well as other countries in the region, were no exceptions to this
phenomenon. Moreover, since March 2020, many political and non-political actors have turned this
pandemic crisis into an opportunity to spread propaganda messages or even extensive disinformation
campaigns to promote certain political interests or to obtain certain economic benefits.2 Regardless of
the objective, the impact of the disinformation campaigns during COVID-19 greatly affected both the
authorities' efforts to deal with the crisis and the psychological readiness of the societies to cope with this
challenge.
The topics included in disinformation campaigns or propaganda strategies are multiple, from
forced vaccination and population chipping to the preparation of NATO military operations, which are
ready to invade new states and regions. Our aim for this policy paper was to highlight the most important
thematic areas for disinformation and to continue in the future to deepen certain topics.
Although misinformation is not a new phenomenon in both states, or for the region, exposure to
this phenomenon is different. Both in the Republic of Moldova and Romania, civil society is the one that
implements initiatives that monitor and analyze the exposure of the population to false messages,
propaganda, and hybrid threats. Particular attention is paid to the origin of misinformation (internal or
external) and who are the actors promoting these campaigns? Of course, the activity of public institutions
in combating hybrid threats cannot be minimized, but their messages reach the population more difficult.
In this context, cooperation between experts becomes essential for managing the phenomenon.
Combating misinformation has become part of many initiatives and programs promoted by NGOs.
However, civil society cannot meet these challenges alone. The phenomenon requires that complex
approach, in which there should be a lasting partnership between authorities, experts, media
representatives, and civil society. Each actor has a distinct function (management, monitoring, education,
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etc.), which alone cannot produce the desired efficiency. This is when dialogue and partnerships need to
be understood and supported by all stakeholders involved in developing strategies to combat these
threats and risks.
Ignoring aspects related to education and critical thinking, national, local, and regional specificity,
the tools through which misinformation or propaganda messages are transmitted, and the impact on
national security increase the level of exposure and reduce resilience.

I.

The Republic of Moldova

In the Republic of Moldova, disinformation, and propaganda during the spread of the pandemic
must be analyzed not only from a social perspective, i.e. appreciation of the impact it has on daily life. The
analysis needs to be much more complex and also to address the prospects of future election campaigns,
i.e. the presidential elections planned for autumn 2020. This political process has generated more
conditions for potential candidates to address messages to the voters. Some political actors did not
hesitate to include false, distorted, or manipulative messages in their speeches. As a result, potential
voters have become even more confused, as they are already economically affected by the spread of
SARS-CoV-2. Another important thing to be mentioned here is the role of the Republic of Moldova in
spreading misinformation and promotion of false themes for public debates in neighboring countries,
especially in Romania. This implies extending the action of disinformation tools. Those who manage the
tools can significantly reduce the resources allocated to propaganda, achieving greater efficiency.
The main topics for the disinformation campaigns promoted in the Republic of Moldova during
pandemic refer to:
Conspiracies surrounding the spread of the pandemic - does this virus exist or not?
SARS-CoV-2 is an exaggerated danger intended to generate panic and fear.
Western organizations are using this crisis to prepare for future military interventions.
The objective of those who control national and international public opinion on information about
the virus is to impose a forced vaccination of the population, microchipping together with the
administration of the vaccine against COVID-19.
The virus is used for an ”Orchestrated attack on the Church”.
Russia and China are the two states that have helped the Republic of Moldova the most in the
fight against the pandemic from the beginning. European aid and solidarity principles are exaggerated and
it was delayed.
The facto situation in the Republic of Moldova is much better than in neighboring states. The
authorities manage the situation.
The authorities are facing the challenges posed by the pandemic - everything is under control.
In the next period August - October 2020, we will address several of these aspects of
misinformation in the Republic of Moldova, we will try to highlight the role and resources allocated by
actors interested in promoting false messages and manipulating public opinion. We will also highlight the
moments when foreign propaganda affected the internal resilience of public institutions, democratization
processes, and exposed the population to risks and threats.

The public authorities’ message: COVID-19 it is not that dangerous
Since the beginning of the pandemic spread in the Republic of Moldova, the state authorities have
failed to manage the situation. The first case of confirmed Covid-19 generated a lot of criticism. The
President of the Republic of Moldova, Igor Dodon3, was criticized for not respecting the confidentiality of
the patient-doctor relationship. In the same month, the country's president said the virus in most cases
had only mild forms4, comparing it to seasonal flu. Later, his official speech changed, the messages
became more serious due to criticism, but his attitude failed to turn the official leadership into an example
to follow.
It soon became clear that the medical system was not meeting the new challenges and that
government authorities could not take control of the spread of the virus. Many of the decisions made
were more political than social or economic. Moreover, in the Republic of Moldova, the state of
emergency was adopted for 60 days5, which allowed the same political actors in government to adopt
measures, laws, or other decisions that favored only certain small groups. Both the head of state and
other members of the government did not provide an example of correct behavior for citizens. Taking the
army out into the streets6, with armored cars, caused not only confusion but also a lot of criticism from
civil society, which drew attention to the fact that the police will not be able to calm the frightened
population with weapons. Soon after that followed attempts to intimidate the press through official
decisions that promoted censorship, but also the promotion of false messages, misinterpretation of the
situation in neighboring states, unsuccessful comparisons.
All this has led to a sad picture of the de facto situation: government authorities are not coping
with the pandemic.
A failed attempt for official censorship. How cohesion civil society cohesion helped against CNA
projected censorship
One of the trends highlighted at the regional level during the spread of the pandemic was the
attempt of government authorities, in different states, to impose censorship. De jure, this
institutionalized censorship was based on objective arguments: limiting the dissemination of false
information about COVID-19. In practice, censorship aimed to control the correct information, which had
to reach the citizens. De facto, the pandemic has created an opportunity for some authorities to impose
that institutionalized censorship, which provides control over the media. It is at this point, the cohesion
created between media experts and civil society representatives to help the independent media was
3
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decisive. The principle of solidarity between media experts and representatives of civil society led to a
victory against the state authority that decided to impose restrictive measures against the press.
Most of the initiatives, in which the principle of solidarity in the field of correct information was
applied, referred to ad-hoc online actions and campaigns, which aimed to lift the restrictions imposed by
the media authorities7, extending access to public information and data of public utility, freedom of
expression, i.e. the editorial policy of independent publications8, transparency of decision-making
processes and online communication with media representatives. Several "demonstrations of force" by
public authorities in the same field followed, to show the responsibility assumed by government
institutions in the fight against false information of the population, with an impact on national security.
SIS decision to block over 50 sites for the dissemination of false content
Just a few days after the state of emergency was declared, the Intelligence and Security Service
(SIS) of the Republic of Moldova published a list of blocked sites9 for spreading false news about the impact
of COVID-19. According to the Moldovan press, which quotes a press release of the security institution:
"SIS certifies that the anonymous administrators of these" fake news "sites are interested in designing
subversive activities in the information space, capable, during the crisis, to affect the information security
of the Republic of Moldova, causing social hatred, mass unrest and undermining the security of the
Republic of Moldova."
This statement confirms two hypotheses:
1. Misinformation is dangerous for national security;
2. The list of blocked sites demonstrates the superficial nature of the procedure for monitoring
portals involved in spreading false news, as the most important publications or TV stations, which are
managed by certain political forces, have continued to operate without any restrictions. They were not
required to take greater responsibility for the content of Coronavirus related news.
Before the SIS decision, the country's president sent a message to the press10 announcing
sanctions on newsrooms promoting false news about the spread of the COVID-19.
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A status quo for the Church - a key player in promoting political interests during the electoral campaign.
The 5G debate
In the Republic of Moldova, the Orthodox Church of Moldova is the one that has fueled official
campaigns to misinformation, encouraged fear among the population, and opposed to the measures
taken by authorities11 during the state of emergency. Later, the Orthodox Church of Moldova officially
announced that due to the Coronavirus epidemic it will move the fasting services12 in the churchyard, but
will keep the churches open for prayer.
In May 2020, the Orthodox Church of Moldova has officially addressed the authorities13 to stop the "forced
vaccination of the population"14, the chipping, the expansion of 5G technology15 and the denigration16 to
which it was subjected, as the church had been "humiliated", and the ban on services was unfair.
However, the Church was not the only actor to promote these messages. It was supported directly
or indirectly by the interventions of some representatives of the civil society or the press17, financed by
the Russian Federation.
The Church and its representatives insisted on different treatment from government authorities,
explaining that those concessions and rules could not be applied to the field of activity they represent.
Moreover, the representatives of the Church insisted on the cancellation of the financial sanctions applied
to the priests for not fulfilling the procedures and rules adopted for the period of the state of emergency18:
”The Moldovan Orthodox Church is not an HoReCa subject or a business that can be stopped during
an epidemic.”
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Because the Church is an important partner of various political actors in the campaigns, the
president promised19 that the priests will not be fined.

Disinformation and geopolitics
At the beginning of April 2020, an article20 was distributed on social media in the Republic of
Moldova announcing a decision of Italian officials to leave the EU and NATO. The news came from a site
in the Russian language. It states that the EU Member States and its governing bodies have excluded
themselves from providing aid to Italy and have not shown solidarity with the most affected by the
pandemic state. The aid would have come from where Italian citizens did not expect, i.e. from Russia. The
news was false. On April 1, 2020, Giuseppe Conte21 published on his Facebook page a press release in
which he presented the details of his telephone conversation with Ursula von der Leyen. The Italian official
confirmed the EU's support for fighting the pandemic. The false news that was distributed in the Russian
language on social networks aimed to undermine the image of the European institutions. Indeed, there
has been a decisive hesitation among the EU Member States to act quickly. But the principle of solidarity
was applied promptly.
The European Union has provided humanitarian and financial support to the Eastern Partnership
Member States. The Republic of Moldova was no exception. However, European aid has been a topic
often addressed by Moldovan decision-makers and not always in a positive context. And the support that
came from Romania22 was the subject of geopolitical debates and misinterpretation and comparison,
including the assistance provided by Hungary. Budapest delivered medical supplies to the Republic of
Moldova on 28 April 2020 to deal with the COVID 19 pandemic through NATO’s Euro-Atlantic Disaster
Response Coordination Center (EADRCC)23. During the official reception of the equipment, no one
mentioned its real origin24. If Russian and Chinese aid were met at the highest level, the aid coming from
19
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Bucharest was minimized in importance. Each time the government authorities in Chisinau claimed that
this was Romania's political will. In the absence of valid arguments for a different status from foreign
humanitarian and financial assistance, officials' responses raised even more suspicions among citizens.
The Covid-19 pandemic has provided many topics for political debates. Some of them were
accompanied by false messages, propaganda, and intentional misinterpretation. Other subjects were
used to generate false debates, i.e. to change the public agenda. Regardless of their goal, the content of
the messages that followed created confusion and fear among the population.

II.

Romania

The fight against fake news – providing official sources of information
At the beginning of COVID-19 pandemic, a series of online sources belonging to the Romanian civil
society started broadcasting in the public space a series of extremely toxic information about the
measures taken by the government to combat the spread of Sars-Cov-2 infections.
Much of the misinformation and conspiracy theories have been quickly picked up by many of the
citizens who have treated it as true. Thus, a real hysteria was triggered regarding the way of action of the
Romanian authorities, especially since the establishment of the state of emergency in the country
coincided with the preparation of the Easter holiday. After a detailed analysis was undertaken by the
Strategic Communication Group (SCG), the Romanian Ministry of Internal Affairs decided to limit, for a
certain period, access to some online platforms that spread untrue information and incite non-compliance
with the rules imposed by the authorities25. Because of these, the national authorities have faced the
problem of correctly, rigorously and transparently informing the population and the social partners. The
communication was made, throughout the state of emergency, through official communication and press
conferences. Moreover, Romanian national broadcast was used as a live-streaming platform and real-time
information on changes in national emergency legislation.
Major efforts have been made by SCG to inform the population about the effect of disinformation
and fake news. This has influenced the public perception over the pandemic crisis, assuring a high-quality
output on the public health system, food supply, and coercion of rights under constitutional provisions,
limiting socio-economic activities, peace, order, and public safety. At the same time, the national
authorities engaged in the fight against the phenomenon of fake news and post-truth tried to strengthen
the reaction capacity of state institutions and to improve perceptions of the European Union.
The source of social instabilities - misinformation and post-truth
The Romanian national authorities saw a significant rise of misinformation during the last four
months of the COVID-19 pandemic. SCG as the official channel of information has a distinct role in
publishing relevant data and news about internal statistics and governmental actions.
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Just a few days before the entry into force of the Decree number 195 of 2020 26, signed by the
President of Romania Mr. Klaus Werner Iohannis on the establishment of the state of emergency in
Romania, a picture showing the military technique of the Romanian Army appeared in the social media.
The post outlined the "Europe Defender" Military exercise on the public streets of Cluj County in a
distorted way. In just a few hours, the post went viral, being picked up by some news portals.
The Romanian society was subjected to a constant attack from the promoters of fake news and
the post-truth phenomenon, the actions of the governmental authorities being fought on two levels political and social. The contrast between protection measures and those of civil disobedience was huge,
the population is often misled, either by false news or by the hesitations of state institutions. A source of
misinformation was the online portals of the Orthodox community. These sites urged Christian Orthodox
practitioners27 not to comply with any measures imposed by the authorities, citing that certain measures
such as temperature measurement would be an attempt of mass micro-chipping. Moreover, those behind
these sites claim that the COVID-19 pandemic is a consequence of 5G technology28 and salvation often
can be found in prayers and Church bells. 29
As in the Republic of Moldova, the Orthodox Church plays an essential role in the national social
order. At the beginning of the pandemic period, it seemed to be in opposition to the military ordinances
issued by the Government during the state of emergency. On March 9, 2020, the spokesman of the
Romanian Orthodox Church declared: "The Church does not enter quarantine, because it belongs to Christ,
not to any earthly authority"30. The reaction is coming after the Government decided to ban religious
service in the presence of the parishioners. Although so far the high prelates of the Orthodox Church have
avoided offering a clear position on protection measures during religious service (resumed with the entry
into force of the state of alert), His Beatitude Daniel, Patriarch of the Romanian Orthodox Church,
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appeared with mask at a public event organized at the Romanian Patriarchate, imposing at the same time
increased protection measures for the works of the Holy Synod in July. This was a clear sign that the
Church had reevaluated its position and agreed with social protection and distancing measures, even
during liturgical services in places of worship.
Table 1. Actors who promoted misinformation

Actors / institutions / stakeholders as channels
of misinformation

Form of misinformation

Media trusts (broadcasting, newspapers, TV)

➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Notable personalities of society (including
politicians)

➔ misleading the target audience by presenting
conspiracy theories about Coronavirus infections
➔ promoting ideas that the measures are taken by
the decision-makers to prevent the spread of the
new Coronavirus are attempts at mass
manipulation/control by the world's occult
➔ the diseases are due to 5G technology

State institutions (including political parties,
religious denominations)

➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Social media companies

➔ taking over / promoting posts that induce the idea
of mass control
➔ mobilizing citizens in organizing protests against
government measures
➔ the rapid spread of propaganda
➔ promoting unusual "classified" information

Distortion of the truth
publication of news using bombastic headlines
truncations in the reporting of events
deliberate omissions
deliberate
misinterpretation
of
official
announcements

denying the existence of the virus
minimizing the effects of the new Coronavirus
denying of state authority
promoting conspiracy theories
promoting ideas that the measures to prevent the
spread of the new Coronavirus are attempts at
mass manipulation/control by the world's occult

The failure of joint actions to combat misinformation
Giving their input on combating the fake news phenomena, SCG underlined the need for
cooperation between official institutions and public health experts. Unfortunately, in Romania, state
institutions have had divergent positions on how to act to limit the spread of infections with the new
Coronavirus.
At the beginning of the pandemic (including the appearance of patient 0), no official appeared to
give credence to the warnings from the international environment, and this was perpetuated throughout
the period in which Romania was in the state of emergency, and then in the state of alert.
Another source of fake news and misinformation is the attempt of the parliamentary majority 31
to emphasize the idea that the Government will impose a totalitarian and undemocratic regime, in which
the right to property will be annulled. On his Facebook page, the President of the Chamber of Deputies
(and of the Social Democratic Party, which also holds the most seats of senators and deputies in
parliament), posted such information, which was taken over by most media trusts32.
Under these conditions, cooperation between state institutions to combat the phenomenon of
fake news was impossible, especially when the parliamentary majority uses misinformation as a political
weapon.
The most prominent social problem in this situation is the thematic divergence in approaching the
pandemic and its effects on Romania. For example, countless times, the press (whose purpose is to
properly inform the public) has chosen to enter the internal political game, spreading much false news
and intentionally distorting the truth.
Headlines as "A Romanian woman accuses the system and makes shocking revelations: It forces
us to declare that they died of coronavirus"33, or "The nightmare state COVID-19: how humanity was
thrown into the cruelest dictatorship"34 have induced panic and mistrust among citizens, fueling a sense
of civic disobedience.
Many of the themes for misinformation, as well as the interests behind these propaganda
campaigns, have been documented during the pandemic by media experts or civil society representatives.
Unfortunately, their financial and human resources are extremely limited. Most of these debunking
initiatives are organized online. That makes it even more difficult to be accessed by beneficiaries without
access to the internet or for those for whom the main source of information remains television. TV
channels are often run by businesses or politicians who are affiliated with interest groups. Disinformation
strategies are built to serve these interests. In this context, internal resilience is steadily declining.
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Romania has a minority government, with the National Liberal Party (the ruling party) holding only 20% in the
national parliament.
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Why the current policy is not working against disinformation?
The spread of COVID-19 has shown that different societies are facing insufficient preparedness to
deal with the crisis, both at the institutional level and the individual level.
From an economic point of view, Romania has more capabilities and opportunities to overcome
challenges associated with the spread of COVID-19. Even in these conditions, however, government
authorities have encountered difficulties in coping with the spread of the pandemic. In the Republic of
Moldova, the situation is much more serious from an economic point of view, and the fact that the
governmental authorities do not control a part of the constitutional territory has made even more difficult
the capacity to document the de facto situation.
Despite distinct realities and options to prevent the spread of the negative impact of the spread
of COVID-19, misinformation campaigns and messages that distorted or manipulated the truth have been
constant realities throughout this time of crisis. The options of those responsible for managing this
pandemic, ie government authorities, have been limited not only by the socio-economic development of
the countries they represent but also by the way the government or political leadership is projected.
Disinformation analyzes must always start from identifying actors who develop interests in
manipulating the public interest or misinforming the truth. If the object of research is the Republic of
Moldova and Romania, these actors fall into two broad categories: internal actors (in this case political
actors) and external actors (state actors seeking to expand their influence). Both categories decide to
formulate messages (false or manipulative) to ensure the support either of the potential electorates or to
extend the external influence, outside the national borders. In both cases, the victims are the inhabitants
of these countries, who thus become exposed to visionless leadership, but also external objectives and
interests.
In addition to these important elements, internal groups must also be evaluated, which cannot
discern the false truth on their own and promote conspiracy theories, and thus diminish the efficiency of
strategic communication managed by public institutions. The impact of these actors can be easily located
because they interact very closely and disciplined within the communities they represent (religious
communities, ethnic or associated with such communities, etc.). Only resuming to comply with the rules
imposed by the authorities by these "disinformation agents" can be a wrong strategy. The approach must
be accompanied by effective addressing or communication with the group already exposed to conspiracy
messages, propaganda, which explains in accessible language the danger of self-isolation from official
procedures.
Another element that must be analyzed is the investment in education, which again must be twodimensional: the development of critical thinking among the population to prevent exposure to false
messages and the development of research infrastructure to access internal expertise adapted to internal
needs. The spread of Coronavirus has shown how important it is to invest in education, research, and
health system facilities.
Taking these elements into account is essential to reduce the negative impact of the pandemic,
not only on national economies but also on the psychological exposure of the population. Finally,
acceptance of these realities refers to how leadership manages to assess the needs, impact, and resources
available, to minimize the risks and potential challenges associated with the pandemic crisis.

Policy options and recommendations
In both of the countries addressed in this policy paper, there are certain procedures for different types
of crises and emergencies. The spread of COVID-19 has shown that most action plans need to be adapted
to new realities, thus requiring not only the amendment of legislative articles or the adjustment of public
policies but especially the education of the population (attitude and behavior). The spread of Coronavirus
has severely affected the economies of all states, raising the level of vulnerability of people. The options
available to government authorities have been reduced in terms of available financial resources and
revealed the limits provided by the existing legal framework. However, the crisis also highlighted some of
the measures that can be taken in a short time, so that efficiency can be felt as soon as possible.
1. Establish a national system to combat misinformation through precise and transparent
communications
Effective countermeasures:
❖ Development of an informatics system for assessing threats from the fake news phenomenon;
❖ Rigorous scrutiny by communications authorities of the lack of transparency in the narrative of
the media trusts;
❖ Combating the phenomenon of fake news by blocking/closing the sources of mass
misinformation;
❖ Communication to the population must be done by professionals, messages must be rigorous,
clear, useful, and on time.
2. Increasing the capacity to respond to threats caused by fake news
Effective countermeasures:
❖ Providing accurate information through three pillars: truth, trust, and collaborative combat
❖ Mobilizing experts in medicine/epidemiology/social security/national security and promoting
them in strategic communication positions
3. Joint actions of state institutions and civil society for accurate information - unity in
communication and combating divisions
❖ Creating concrete information materials and conducting social information campaigns
❖ Concluding public-private partnerships with civil society organizations to combat the
phenomenon of fake news and post-truth
❖ Control of information materials and censorship of all information aimed at mass misinformation
Conclusions
The main purpose of our approach was to identify the main issues of misinformation in the
Republic of Moldova and Romania, which formed the basis of a broad campaign to manipulate the
interests of public opinion and promote political or economic interests.
Romania and the Republic of Moldova were the targets of attacks from disinformation
broadcasters, the two societies being destabilized by the most perverse communication phenomenon.
On Facebook, thousands of Internet users against the wearing of masks are disseminated through
different groups. This led to the emergence of denialist movements, we could even say anti-

establishment, which came to challenge the authority of the state concerning civic obedience as a form
of liberal democracies.
Misinformation, fake news, or omissions, all as forms of social or political partisanship, have led
to the vulnerability of the state to threats. The lack of convergence in action, but also certain mistakes in
the way of official communication put a lot of pressure on the citizens of the two states: they looked for
alternative sources of information, but these proved to be a danger to social integrity. The fact that both
in Romania and in the Republic of Moldova the year 2020 is an electoral year, has given the possibility to
certain interest groups to use people's fears and to exploit these, through misinformation, for political
and economic capital.
These realities in which misinformation and external propaganda manage to expand and influence
the collective behavior, require alternative measures and elaboration of need-assessments evaluations
and reports. The aim of these need-assessment missions, which includes cooperation between experts
and governments is to meet the current needs of people and to help decision-makers in developing and
implementing effective policy proposals to meet these needs.
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